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Abstract— Flight delays are quite frequent (19% of the 

INDIA domestic flights arrive more than 30 minutes late), 

and are a major source of frustration and cost for the 

passengers. As we will see, some flights are more frequently 

delayed than others, and there is an interest in providing the 

information to travelers. As delays are a stochastic 

phenomenon, it is interesting to study their entire probability 

distribution, instead of looking for an average value. This 

master’s thesis proposes models to estimate delay 

probability distribution, based on a method called kernel 

density estimation and its extensions. These are data-driven 

methods, meaning that it does not try to model the 

underlying processes, but only consider past observations. 

Our models of increasing complexity have been 

implemented, optimized and evaluated on a large scale, 

using several years of records of INDIA domestic flights 

delays. During evaluation, we will measure the good 

performance of some of the models to predict delay 

distributions, in of the intrinsic difficulty of measuring the 

goodness of fit between a probability distribution and the 

corresponding random experiment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this Machine Learning model is to predict 

whether the flight you are booking is likely to arrive on time 

or not. If you recognize that the flight is likely to be late, 

you would possibly prefer to book another flight according 

the needs. Moreover, the goal of this project is to estimate 

the probability of any flights to be more than x minutes late, 

for any x being the difference between the total connection 

time and the time to go to the departure gate. We would like 

to give this information to the customer during the search 

and reservation process, the model will have to give long-

term predictions, up to several months forward and will not 

take into account short-term effects, like current weather or 

traffic situation. This model will be based on the unique 

public large dataset of flight delays. This dataset is only 

composed of domestic flights, with data from all major 

airlines. 

Historically in charge of transaction processing for 

the travel and tourism industry, is developing new products 

to enhance the customer experience during the process of 

searching for a trip. In addition to the list of possible flight 

connections for a journey, a piece of information that can be 

provided is the risk of missing a connection. Knowing this 

probability can help the traveler to choose the best route, 

and the travel agent to adapt its suggestions or even prices. 

In order to evaluate the risk of missing a 

connection, we need like to know the probability of the 

incoming flight being too late to be able to catch the second 

flight, taking into account the incompressible time necessary 

to go from the arrival gate to the departure gate of the 

second flight (possibly including immigration control). 

Models already exist to estimate the gate-to-gate transfer 

time. The goal of this master thesis is to build a model for 

the prediction of flight arrival delays. The prediction of 

short-term delays (for the next hours or so) is already a 

largely explored field. Indeed, using information about 

weather conditions, airports congestion and current flight 

delays allows quite accurate prediction of future delays, as 

some parameters influencing them are known, even if they 

still have component. For example, the website Flight-

Caster exploit several sources of information (airports, 

airlines, weather and possibly historical data) to provide 

probabilities of being on-time, less than site is using the 

same estimations for all the flights when no short-term 

information is available. 

We will first introduce the concepts and methods 

used during my thesis, covering both the model 

constructions and their evaluation. Then we will present the 

dataset used for this project, and we will try to identify the 

main factors influencing the delays. 

Finally, we will present different methods to 

measure the performances of the models. These methods 

will be first used to optimize the models, in order to get the 

best possible predictions, and then will evaluate them in 

different use cases. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Flight delays hurt airlines, airports, and passengers. Their 

predictions is critical during the decision-making process for 

all the players of commercial aviation. Moreover, the 

development of accurate prediction models for flight delays 

became clumsy due to the complex system of air transport 

system, the different number of methods for prediction, and 

the deluge of flight data. By this context, this paper presents 

a thorough literature review of approaches used to build 

flight delay prediction models using the Data Science 

perspective. Also, we propose a taxonomy and summarize 

the initiatives used to address the flight delay prediction 

problem, according to scope, data, and computational 

methods, giving particular attention to an increased usage of 

machine learning methods. Despite of that, we also present a 

timeline of significant works that depicts relationships 

between flight delay prediction problems and research 

trends to address them.  

In flight delay prediction models we can use 

various machine learning algorithm. Previously we can used 

the Support Vector Machine(SVM) this algorithm is that it 

has several key parameters that need to be set correctly to 

achieve the best classification results for any given problem. 

Parameters which will end in a superb classification 

accuracy for problem A, may result in a poor classification 

accuracy for problem B. The Random Forest (RF) algorithm 

is best for this model because it is a flexible, easy to use 

machine learning algorithm that produces, even without 

hyper-parameter tuning, a great result most of the time. It is 

also one among the foremost used algorithms, due to its 

simplicity and diversity (it is often used for both 
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classification and regression tasks). Also it is used for an 

ensemble classifier that consists of many decision trees, and 

outputs the mode of the classes output by individual trees. It 

combines the concept of bagging with the random selection 

of variables at each tree split. Benefits of Random Forests 

include the automatic generation of variable importance, 

their low sensitivity to outliers in the training data, and their 

good performance in cases where the number the variables 

is large compared to the number of samples. The RF 

approach has also been extended to regression method or 

technique. 

III. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

Flight delays are the very crucial subject in the literature 

because of their economic and environmental impacts. They 

may increase the costs to customers and operational costs to 

the airlines. Apart from outcomes directly related to 

passengers or traveller, delay prediction is crucial during the 

decision-making process for every person in the air 

transportation system. 

In this context, researchers created flight delay 

models for delay prediction over the last years, and this 

work contributes with an analysis of these models from a 

Data Science perspective. We developed a taxonomy 

scheme and classified models in respect of detailed 

components to clarify more.  

Additionally, the taxonomy includes domain and 

Data Science branches. The former branch categorizes the 

problems (flight delay prediction) and the scopes. The last 

branch groups methods and data handling. It was seen that 

the flight delay prediction is classified into two main broad 

categories, such as delay propagation and root delay and 

cancellation. Besides, the scope determines one of the three 

specific extents: airline, airport, en-route airspace or an 

ensemble of them. 

  Apart from that, considering Data Science branch, 

we aimed at the datum, by categorizing data sources, 

dimensions that can be used in the models, and data 

management techniques to preprocess data and improve 

prediction models efficiency. We also studied and divided 

the main methods into three categories: Datasets, Data 

Cleaning, Probabilistic models, and machine learning. Those 

categories have been clustered as their use on specific 

forecast models for flight delays. 

Among the taxonomic scheme, we also presented a 

timeline with all articles to spot trends and relationships 

involving the main elements in the taxonomy. In the light of 

the domain problem classification, this timeline showed a 

dominance of delay propagation and root delay over 

cancellation analysis. Researchers used to focus on 

statistical analysis and operational research approaches in 

the past. However, as the data volume grows, we noticed the 

use of machine learning and data management is increasing 

significantly. 
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